
Down
1. What’s that big book called that’s filled with 
numbers?
3. A fun and magical drawing device that uses static 
charge to move around aluminum powder and plastic 
beads. Popular in the 60s
4. They lasted between 1977-2005. They were 
replaced by more compact ways to watch and collect 
movies at home such as DVD’s
6. It's handheld and a form of technology that could 
resemble what every smart phone now does but it was
powered by 2 AAA batter
8. Think hopscotch, stick ball and jacks. What types of
games were these?
10. Popular in the 1900s, Kirk-Latty Manufacturing 
made the first one. A way that small children could 
drive without a permit
11. Everyone had a box of these to save their work. 
Sony sold them for 12 more years in Japan after they 
were obsolete in the US
12. You have to move the reel to dial a number. You 
may have had one of these in your home
13. Combine skating with another form of fun, add a 
glowing ball and music. Used as a throwback party 
theme today
14. They first appeared in the mid 1970s. A popular 
piece of jewelry that allowed you to do math
17. Compact discs replaced this vintage and nostalgic
way of recording and playing music. They were all but 
extinct by 1993
19. A popular type of shoe that was introduced to the 
USA in 1906. The style often resembled a low oxford.
20. Think nostalgic McDonald’s menu options. 
Introduced in the 90s and presented as a more 
“sophisticated burger”.
26. An iconic Sony product. It came before MP3 
players or iPods. Debuted in 1979 and you probably 
had headphones to go with it
27. A cigarette brand made by Brown and Williamson.
Launched as a premium cigarette in 1928.
28. The first one of these was originally developed in 
1949. Think, one-way communication.

Across
2. Think paper wrapped around a roller. It’s a more fun 
way of writing but modern technology has given us 
computers in its place
5. Between the 1960s and the late 1990s. Everyone 
had one of these to view their favorite shows.
7. A toy with the “drink and wet” concept. Most popular 
doll in the Post-World War II baby boom era. What 
was her name?
9. A more classic and old school way of making a 
moment freeze in time
15. A popular American TV program that came about 
in 1947. It’s final episode aired on 09/24/1960.Who 
was Buffalo Bob’s best pal?
16. If you wanted to make a call on the go, where 
would you stop to do this?
18. A department store in Chicago that was founded in 
the 19th century. If you have never lived in Chicago 
you still heard of it
21. Here is nostalgic eating at its best; what was the 
combination of peanut butter and marshmallow fluff 
called?
22. When you had to make a choice between using 
your phone or the computer. This got the internet age 
started in the 1990s. Think
23. Still used today but not as a primary way of 
catching channels. If you need another hint, they form 
a V shape
24. Almost completely obsolete now, this medical 
device that was mainly used in the 20s for Polio 
patients
25. You could capture a moment in time with this .
filed for bankruptcy in 2001 and is a popular way to 
scrapbook today
29. If you had a vehicle in the 50’s you may have 
noticed that your car was missing something. Think 
safety, what was it?
30. These arrived in the 50s and changed the way that 
you listen to music. Cruise and listen to music without 
needing the radio




